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Introduction...

We’re caught in the vortex of a weight-loss
obsessed culture. It’s like everyone wants to lose
weight. The reason everyone wants to lose weight is
because just about everyone is overweight. I’m sure
that you’re tired of hearing that over 30% of
Americans are obese. There’s no need to rehash
cliche statistics.
However, since obesity is epidemic, so are the
proposed solutions. But are all these weight loss
solutions, really “solutions?” Any money-hungry,
marketing-savvy, pseudoscientist can throw a weightloss product on the market,
hype it up, and make a buck.
People will buy it! With
hundreds of millions of
people craving an easy
solution to their excess
weight, someone’s bound to
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bite. And they do. As a country, we spend billions
(yes, billions) of dollars to try out the latest weight
loss craze, super diet, slimming girdle, or pounddropping pill, only to crash and burn after we get
tired of it.
It goes something like this. We decide to try
out the most popular weight loss product.
Eventually, it doesn’t satisfy or work the way we
expected it to work. So we quit, and our excess
weight comes right back. We wait for a while until
the next celeb-endorsed solution comes along, we
give it a whirl, and then give up. Poundage returns.
Then, a flashy Internet banner ad catches our eye,
and we’re—swish—caught up in another potentially
popular weight loss program
yet again. The vicious cycle
continues.

The Vortex
That’s why I mean by
suggesting that we’re in a
vortex. Marketers offer
solutions. We fall for it. But the
solutions don’t work.
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These “solutions” are extremely varied. Often,
they will come in the form of a trend food. For a
while, green tea was a popular weight loss potion.
The green tea industry exploded into a multimillion
dollar business. Then, after green tea got boring,
Acai berries came along. Suddenly a grape-like fruit
growing deep in Amazonian jungles, and longhoarded by ultra-healthy tribal peoples was the food
of choice for millions of wannabe size fives.
Sometimes, the solution comes in the form of
a diet. Nobody has forgotten the Atkins diet—the
eat-all-the-meat-you-want-but-don’t-touch-breadwith-a-ten-foot-pole-diet. The familiar red “A” logo
started appearing on product packaging and even on
the grease-spattered sneeze guards at all-you-can eat
buffet chains. Imagine! But the national average
waistline measurements didn’t slim down quite like
people had hoped for. So, the diet torrent continued
—the Buddhist Diet, the Body for Life Diet, the
Cookie Diet, the F-plan diet, the Grapefruit Diet, the
Hallelujah Diet, the Jenny Craig diet, the Kosher
Diet, the Low-protein diet, the Mediterranean diet,
the Natural Foods diet, the Okinawa Diet, and even
the Rastafarian diet.
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Diets come and go, but pounds keep adding
on. So issues forth a plethora of girdles, workout
routines, medications, pills, and even surgery.
Unfortunately, not every weight loss
technique is safe, effective, or even legal. Thus, the
vortex takes a steep
vertical plunge as we
spend our money, only
to waste our money.
We give our time,
only to lose it. We
announce our
intentions, only to get
embarrassed. We get
excited, only to get depressed. And when it’s all said
and done, you still can’t fit into the 34” waist jeans,
no matter how painfully you suck in your gut.

Voila!?
The reason I just tried to trash a lot of the
popular weight loss solutions today is because this
book may start to sound like one of those “miracle”
solutions that promises the moon, but doesn’t
deliver. And, at the risk of sounding like another
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flash-in-the-pan approach to losing weight, there is
something that these approaches are missing.
I know, I know, I
know! But before you
“This book
hurriedly toss this book
across the room and Google
promises no
“real weight loss solutions,”
miracles.”
hold on a sec. Do yourself
the favor of exploring yet
another, and potentially a
more helpful, way to slash fat fast.
Be aware that this book promises no miracles.
Rather, it proposes a scientifically proven and
experience backed method that will contribute to
weight loss.
Weight loss is not as much an issue of what
technique you choose as much as it is how
committed you are. Weight loss isn’t about choosing
a program. It’s about sticking to goals.
The idea set forth in this book isn’t going to
develop into a nationwide firestorm of new weight
loss junkies, all devoted to a fantastic new fad. What
it will do is introduce you to a concept that you can
integrate into your weight loss plan now, that will
help you to lose more weight faster.
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Are you ready to slash fat fast? Then here’s
some incredible truth that has the potential to
revolutionize your weight loss program.

Negative Calorie Foods
Yes, you read that correctly. Negative.
Calorie. Foods. This book is not about low calorie
foods, easy-to-burn calorie foods, or even highcalorie foods that make you feel satisfied longer. It’s
about real food that doesn’t add calories, but instead
takes them away: negative calorie foods.
Here’s the humdinger statement: the more
you eat of negative calorie foods, the more weight
you’ll lose. <Cringe> I just know that if I were on a
stage and said that statement, rotten tomatoes would
come whistling at me from all directions. That’s the
kind of hoax, snake-oil salesperson jargon that
you’re tired of hearing about in the weight loss
industry.
And, as hucksterish as this is going to sound,
it’s true. There is such a thing as food that makes
you lose weight. Effortlessly.
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Lest visions of
sugarplums are dancing in
your head, or cheesecake,
or brownies, or candy bars,
or prime cuts, or gourmet
chocolate, forget it. Sadly,
negative calorie foods don’t
consist of things that you
generally find at Ruth’s Chris
steakhouse, Olive Garden, or the local chocolatier.
But think about it: negative calorie foods?
That’s even better then Acai berries! If negative
calorie foods really exist, let’s get started on finding
out what they are, how they work, and how they can
help you slash weight fast.
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Defining Negative Calorie Foods...
To start out, let’s take a quick jaunt back to
high school science class. I want to make sure that
you really understand what we’re talking about when
we say “negative calorie foods.” In order to do that,
though, we’re
going to have to
use a bit of
science-speak.
Don’t worry. It’s
pretty simple stuff.

What Are Negative Calorie Foods?
To start simply, here is an explanation of what
negative calorie foods are. First, they are foods—
actual, edible, realistic food. They are the kind of
food that you actually prepare, ingest, chew, and
digest.
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Second, they have negative caloric content.
This means that negative calorie foods require more
energy to digest than
they provide back to
“Negative calorie
your body.

How Do They
Work?

foods require
more energy to
digest than they
provide”

From Food to Fat
A calorie is a measurement of energy. Just as
a gram measures a unit of weight, or an inch
measures a unit of length, or a degree measures a
unit of temperature, so a calorie measures a unit of
energy.
Every single living organism needs energy to
function. You, as a complex living organism, require
energy—lots of it. However, you probably don’t
require as much energy to live as the energy
provided by food that you’ve been eating. In other
words, you’re eating way more than you actually
need. Thus, the bathroom scales, which measure
units of weight, are reflecting that you’ve been
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taking in way to much calories—too many units of
energy.
Our bodies turn unused energy, i.e., calories,
into fat. Fat can be considered to be the body’s
energy reserves. Anytime your body needs some
more energy, but can’t find any food to easily
convert to energy, it starts taking your fat reserves
and converts them to energy. That energy keeps your
heart pumping, keeps your diaphragm moving to help
you breathe, and keeps your muscles in motion.

Food Gives Energy and Takes Energy
Every function of the body requires energy.
Every function. That includes digestion—the body’s
process of breaking down food so that it can be
absorbed into the body. Scientists call this the
“thermic effect of food” or TEF, which simply means
that food takes energy to digest. Guess what this
means. Food both gives you energy, and takes energy
to process.
So, while that wonderful sirloin steak moves
its way through your body’s digestive system, all
1,800 calories of it is being processed, absorbed, and
stored by your body. Meanwhile, your intestines are
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working, your blood is pumping, and the body is
laboring hard to
process the steak.
That takes
calories.
It doesn’t
matter what you
eat—whether a
Snickers bar, a
carrot stick, or an
Acai berry—that
food takes energy
to process. Obviously, most foods give you more
energy than they take. After all, that’s the whole
point of eating—to gain energy.
By this point, you can see how it is
theoretically possible for there to be food that takes
more energy (calories) to process than the energy
(calories) that it gives. Naturally, this negative
calorie food would mean that you can eat all you
want, yet burn more calories than you just consumed.

Digestion Issues
Negative calorie foods work because of the
way that their energy is “packaged.” The chemical
composition of the food requires that the body work
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very hard to convert those calories into usable
energy. By the time your body has finished breaking
down a negative calorie food, it has used up more
calories than the food contributed to the cause.
Anything that goes into your mouth begins to
be digested. It starts with the saliva in your mouth.
Saliva contains amylase, a protein compound that
helps convert starch (found in many foods) into
sugar. Teeth, tongue, and throat are all part of the
digestive system. By the
time that the food gets to
your stomach, it has
already passed through
several crucial phases of
digestion. In the
intestinal tract, things
really get down to
business. This is where your body extracts all the
good stuff—vitamins, proteins, and energy.
Different foods proceed through the digestive
system in different ways. A steel marble, for
example, can pass through the digestive system
unscathed. Powerful as the body’s digestive juices
are, they probably won’t break down the steel marble
and extract all that metallic goodness into your body.
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Other foods, however, will digest quite well. Those
light, fluffy, buttery mashed potatoes will receive a
thorough starch-to-sugar conversion, followed by a
leisurely journey through the intestines, as your body
pulls out the vitamins and nutrients.

Self-Digestion
Each food digests differently. Negative
calorie foods usually require a lot of digestive
energy. But these wonderful
negative calorie foods do
more than just take
additional energy to digest.
They can accomplish this
because they have selfdigestive properties.
Some foods
actually contain such a high
concentration of vitamins
and minerals that they can
produce their own enzymes
without requiring additional
enzyme production by the
stomach and intestines.
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Enzymes are the chemical materials which aid
digestion. In foods which contain enzyme potential
(i.e., high vitamin/nutrient content), these enzymes
can break down the food into energy, and may even
break down the calories from other food as well.
This property is usually present only in
natural foods, or in foods which have not been
treated by with pesticides, preservatives, or other
chemicals. The presence of outside chemicals upon a
food’s vitamin and nutrient composition can be
offsetting, and usually reduce the presence of
vitamins and minerals.

A Confession
That is a brief discussion of how and why
negative calorie foods work. In the interest of being
completely open, however, there are some scientific
caveats that we must discuss.
Not everyone is persuaded that “negative
calorie foods” exist. The simple reason for their
objection is that there has been no extensive research
to confirm the otherwise logical theory of negative
calorie foods. True, there have been multiple studies
conducted which have tested the theory. Almost
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invariably, these studies have resulted in dramatic
weight loss in the subjects. However, critics point to
the fact that other conditions could be attributable to
the subjects’ weight loss.

The Very Least We Can Say...The Very
Best You Can Do
Perhaps negative calorie food is merely an
untested scientific theory that really isn’t true.
Perhaps. But then again, several facts are true. The
foods which we will discuss in this book have
extremely high thermic effects. Even if they don’t
burn calories, they sure do come pretty close to it.
Besides, these negative calorie foods are also
very healthy foods. They have other scientifically
proven weight-loss
qualities (e.g.,
“If you’re a
consuming stomach
space which induces a
critic...keep
feeling of satiation).

reading

If you’re a critic of
the negative calorie food
theory, keep reading.
You may not buy the theory of negative calorie
foods, but you’ve got a whole lot to lose (weight)
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and nothing to gain (weight), by trying this
technique. So true or not, negative calorie foods are
a pretty good idea.
Let’s figure out how to make it happen.
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Finding Negative Calorie Foods...
Now that we have confirmed (or at least
agreed) that there are a set of foods that will help
stave off hunger and slash pounds, what are they?

Hi, I’m a Negative Calorie Food.
A word to the wise is
in order. As we mentioned
in the introduction, negative
calorie foods are simply not
the most tantalizing to the
American pallet. Since
we’re accustomed to a
mesmerizing array of
flavorful foods and
delectable textures, the
negative calorie foods are a bit lackluster in
comparison. Usually, negative calorie foods are
high-fiber, healthy, and natural.
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The Master List
Here is a list of the major negative calorie
foods. Please be aware that not all of the foods on
this list are strictly, scientifically “negative calorie.”
Because of the absence of intensive research, science
has not identified whether some of these foods
produce a negative thermic effect. Nonetheless, what
is apparent is that these foods have extremely high
thermic properties, are very healthy, and may indeed
be genuine negative calorie foods. The foods listed
with an asterisk are considered the best negative
calorie foods.

Veggies
✓ Asparagus*
✓ Beets*
✓ Broccoli
✓ Green cabbage
✓ Carrots*
✓ Cauliflower
✓ Celery*
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✓ Chicory
✓ Cucumbers
✓ Endive
✓ Garlic
✓ Lettuce (most varieties)
✓ Onions (including green)
✓ Spinach
✓ Turnips
✓ Zucchini*

Fruits
✓ Apples
✓ Cranberries
✓ Grapefruit*
✓ Lemons
✓ Mangoes
✓ Oranges
✓ Pineapples
✓ Raspberries*
✓ Strawberries*
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✓ Papaya*
✓ Tangerines
✓ Blueberries
✓ Cantaloupe
✓ Honeydew
✓ Limes
✓ Peaches
✓ Tomatoes
✓ Watermelon

Spice it up
✓ Jalapenos
✓ Habaneros
✓ Cayenne peppers
✓ Chili peppers

Wash it down
✓ Black tea
✓ Green tea
✓ Coffee (black)
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Responding to Negative Calorie Foods...
Now that you’re in the know about negative
calorie foods and how to find them, it’s time to
restructure your life around negative calorie foods.
Here’s what to do...and what not to do.

Eat them.
The first bit of instruction is simple and
straightforward. You should eat negative calorie
foods.

Eat them daily.
Make negative calorie foods part of your daily
routine. One of the best qualities about negative
calorie foods is that they do help to fight hunger. Not
only should you eat them daily, but you should eat
them throughout the day. For example, when you get
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up in the morning, eat a serving a negative calorie
fruit. At lunch, go for a negative calorie fruit and a
negative calorie vegetable serving. Repeat the
process at dinnertime, and chow down on a couple
servings of veggies. Even your midmorning snack or
afternoon snack should consist of negative calorie
foods.

Eat them daily from each group.
An unbalanced diet is eating too much of any
one food. If you find that blueberries are just really
your thing, don’t go overboard on the blueberries.
Instead, eat from each of the two main groups—
veggies and fruits. Some popular diets such as the
grapefruit diet or the celery diet
focus too much on one food.
Successful dieting isn’t based
on one food. Successful dieting
includes a broad array of
nutritious foods. Keep your diet
varied and interesting.
Eat at least four servings of
negative calorie foods per day
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A good rule of thumb to abide by is to eat at
least four servings of negative calorie foods on a
daily basis. Five is better. One serving at breakfast,
two servings at lunch, and two servings at dinner is
an ideal way to diet on negative calorie foods.
Though the definition of “serving” is
nebulous, here are a simple definitions that will help
guide you.
➡ Fruit serving: one medium sized fruit (e.g., one

apple)
➡ Vegetables serving: at least a half cup

You should still exercise.
Eating negative calorie foods doesn’t mean
that you can quit exercising. Any good weight loss
plan will involve proper nutrition coupled with a
consistent exercise routine. Even though you’re
shedding extra calories in your diet due to the
negative calorie foods, your workout routine is
extremely important. It will help ensure that your
body systems are functioning at peak performance,
that your energy levels will remain high, and that
excess fat is being consumed. Keep working out.
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You should still get good nutrition.
A broad spectrum of negative calorie foods
will furnish your body with a lot of great vitamins
and nutrients. Keep in mind, however, that you may
need an extra boost from a daily multivitamin.
One of the best ways to use an exclusively
negative calorie diet is to do so for a short-term
weight loss regimen. A maximum of two months will
produce amazing weight loss results, but it is not
necessary to slavishly adhere to an only-negative
calorie diet for the rest of your life. For long-term
weight maintenance, stick with a workout regimen
and controlled portions.
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Recipes for Negative Calorie Foods...
Ready to get started on a fat-burning routine
with negative calorie foods? A negative calorie food
diet doesn’t have to be bland, boring, or unbearable.
Here are four tasty recipes that you can use for your
own personal culinary enjoyment, or even for
feeding guests! They are easy to prepare, simple to
find ingredients for, and some of the healthiest food
you’ll ever make.

Burn It Off Asian Veggie Stir Fry
Ingredients
1 tomato, diced
1 small onion, chopped into bite-size pieces
3 stalks of celery, sliced (1/2” pieces)
3 cloves garlic, chopped
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8 stalks of asparagus, chopped
Several leaves of fresh basil (or basil seasoning)
2 tbsp. olive oil
1 tsp soy sauce
1/2 tsp flax seed oil (optional)

Directions
Heat olive oil in a large wok. Add flax seed oil.
Saute garlic cloves and onion. Stir in tomato, celery,
asparagus. Sprinkle in chopped basil leaves or
seasoning, and stir fry on medium high for 8
minutes, or until the vegetables are crisp. Sprinkle
soy sauce to taste and serve immediately.

Variation
On occasion, a few bites of lean chicken won’t hurt.
This stir-fry works great with chicken breasts. Boil
chicken breasts thoroughly, and add to stir fry when
you add the vegetables.
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Weight-Beater’s Vegetable Medley
Soup
This delectable soup is perfect for a weight loss
program. Since it is a negative calorie soup, it’s
doubly good for a dieter. Because it consists of a lot
of water, it helps you feel fuller sooner, without the
need of more caloric substance. Plus, most of the
ingredients are negative calorie vegetables.

Ingredients
1 head of green cabbage, chopped
1 onion, diced
Stalk of green onions, chopped
3 carrots, sliced
5 stalks of celery, sliced
4 turnips
4 stalks of cauliflower
4 cups tomato sauce
4 cups water
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Directions
Wash, peel and slice all vegetables, and place them
into large stovetop pot. Combine water and tomato
sauce in the pot and bring to a boil. Allow to simmer
for 45 minutes to one hour, or until all the vegetables
are tender. Season to taste with salt, pepper, and
herbs.

Variation
For a bit of extra spice, add any of your favorite
negative calorie spicy foods such as jalapenos,
habaneros, or chili peppers. The wonderful thing
about soup is that it works well with just about any
vegetables. Try your favorite veggies in addition to
the ones listed above. For a meaty-tasting edition of
this soup, substitute eight cups of beef or chicken
stock for for the water and tomato sauce.
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No Fat Asparagus Spaghetti
This amazing spaghetti recipe adds a bit of pasta to
the negative calorie diet, The extra calories from the
healthy, whole-wheat pasta is countered by the
negative calorie properties of the vegetables. The
savory vegetable taste of this spaghetti will please
guests and dieters alike.

Ingredients
1 pound whole wheat spaghetti
8 tomatoes, diced
1 onion, chopped
1 cup parsley, chopped
3 cloves of garlic
1 tbsp. ground black pepper
2 basil leaves, chopped (or basil seasoning)
1 tbsp. oregano
1 pound brussel sprouts, rinsed and trimmed
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Directions
In large saucepan, saute garlic and onion in at least
1/2 c. water. Once the onion has been browned and
the garlic has become clear, add the diced tomatoes,
parsley, and basil. Season to taste. Bring the sauce to
a boil, then lower heat and allow to simmer,
uncovered for 45 minutes. Add water according to
desired consistency.
Boil spaghetti in large saucepan over medium
heat. Bring to a slow boil, and allow to cook for 15
minutes or until tender. Add 1 tbsp. olive oil
(optional) or salt to taste. When spaghetti is tender,
drain excess water. Serve fresh and hot, pouring
dishing generous amounts of sauce over the
spaghetti.
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